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Abstract – Transmission losses of compact compliance-based resonators in water circuits are investigated.
Experiments are performed to measure the anechoic transmission losses (TLan) of flexible-plate resonators
and a gas resonator designed for frequencies between 10 and 100 Hz. The measurements are compared to
theoretical results based on a lumped-element model and a finite-element model. The TLan is measured using
a robust form of the multi-microphone method, which gave identical results for open and closed pipe acoustic
terminations at the transmission side of the setup. When an estimate of the reflection coefficient at the termi-
nation is known, good results are obtained with only one transmission-side microphone. When TLan is high, a
single microphone is sufficient on each side. For the flexible-plate resonators the TLan measurements are in
agreement with theory except close to resonance, where the transmission signals are below the detection limit.
Due to assumptions of a rigid cavity wall and a clamped top-plate, the theoretical resonance frequencies are too
high except for the thinnest plate which displays static deformation stiffening. This deformation stiffening
limits the possibility to lower the resonance frequency by using a thin flexible plate in a circuit with high static
pressure. Low resonance frequencies are easier to reach with a gas resonator, in which a piston separates the
water from a volume filled with air. For the gas-resonator, the measurements agree with the theoretical predic-
tions when assuming a significant damping. The friction between the air-water-separation piston and cavity
wall is suspected to cause this damping. Theory predicts that the TLan of both resonators designed for same
resonance frequencies in absence of losses are equivalent. They therefore have quite similar performances except
close to the resonance frequency. The flexible-plate resonator has a higher quality factor and higher (TLan)
around the resonance frequency. The gas resonator is more complex and needs more maintenance but allows
fine tuning of the resonance frequency by varying the gas volume.
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1 Introduction

Modern day lithography machines work at nanometer
precision. These machines consume power in the order of
a few hundred kilowatts and dissipate a huge fraction of this
power in the form of heat. Therefore the machines require
cooling systems with high volumetric flow rates exceeding
0.3 m3 s�1. The cooling system generates flow noise within
the fluid circuits which propagates as acoustic waves.
Several measures are available to mitigate the noise at
higher frequencies (f � 100 Hz). However, designing a com-
pact and efficient damper operating at low frequencies
(10 Hz � f � 100 Hz) for high pressure (pstatic � 5 bar)
water circuits is not trivial. The goal of this discussion is
to shed light on compact reactive dampers by means of
experiments and analytical models.

There are various ways of damping or reducing acoustic
pressure fluctuations which are used in aerospace, automo-
tive, naval and civil engineering applications. Some of these
use dissipative dampers which absorb acoustic energy and
transform it into thermal energy. This is achieved either
by use of sound absorbing materials or by providing physi-
cal resistance to dissipate acoustic power through viscous
damping [1–3], like baffles and perforated tubes. At high
Mach number, common in air flows, vortex shedding asso-
ciated with flow separation is a very efficient dissipation
mechanism [4–8]. The typical Mach numbers considered
in the present application are of the order of 10�3, which
implies that sound absorption by vortex shedding is not
very efficient. Dissipative dampers based on porous materi-
als work well for a large range of frequencies. However, com-
pact dampers induce large pressure drops or are not very
efficient at damping low frequency acoustic waves. Material
restrictions can also prevent the use of sound absorbing*Corresponding author: s.kottapalli@tue.nl
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materials in ultra-clean environments of the lithography
machines. The second kind of dampers are reactive dam-
pers, which reflect incoming acoustic waves in low Mach
number flows. Reactive dampers usually do not increase
pressure drop and can be tuned for required frequencies like
for Helmholtz resonators, quarter-wave resonators, half-
wave resonators and mufflers [9]. Helmholtz resonators
(acoustic mass-spring systems), in which a narrow duct
(neck; the acoustic mass) connects a cavity (volume;
acoustic spring) to the main pipe, are the focus of our
research. They can be tuned for very low resonance frequen-
cies and theoretically have a very large transmission loss at
the resonance frequency. The use of rigid Helmholtz
resonators for water circuits is limited as they can get
prohibitively large when designed for low frequencies
(f � 100 Hz) due to the low compressibility of water.

The size limitations of a rigid Helmholtz resonator can
be overcome by increasing the compliance of the cavity,
either by the use of a more compressible fluid in the cavity
like a gas or by using a flexible plate as a cavity wall. The
use of gas resonators (accumulators) is common in plumb-
ing and naval systems to limit the transmission of sudden
fluctuations in pressure [10–12]. Gas resonators can be com-
plex with many internal components which makes them
expensive. In the present case a gas resonator is considered
in which a piston is used to separate the gas from the water.
This allows the fine tuning of the resonance frequency by
modifying the ratio of initial gas volume at atmospheric
pressure to the final gas volume at the static pressure in
the water flow. On the other hand, flexible-plate resonators
[13–16] are simple by design, lower in cost and are virtually
maintenance free. It is however more difficult to fine tune
their resonance frequency. The current study focuses on
experiments to compare the performance of the flexible-
plate and gas resonators for resonance frequencies in the
range 10 Hz � f � 100 Hz. Lumped-element models of
the resonators are proposed, which can be used as design
tools for these resonators. A single compact resonator has
high transmission loss within a narrow frequency band
around its resonance frequency, which can be tuned. By
combining multiple compact resonators one can achieve
high transmission losses in a broad frequency band [17–20].

Transmission loss measurements are typically carried
out using the two-microphone method by the two-source
method or the two-load method [21–24]. In principle trans-
mission losses of a damper depend on the acoustic proper-
ties of the system on the transmission-side (as opposed to
the source-side of the system). To characterise a reactive
damper one prefers therefore to consider its performance
when the transmission-side is an anechoic (non-reflecting)
termination [22, 25]. The transmission loss under such con-
ditions will be referred to as the anechoic transmission-loss,
TLan, of the resonator. As will be shown below, there is a
simple relationship between TLan and the inlet impedance
Zn of the resonator. Fabricating an anechoic termination
for a water circuit (without mean-flow) in the frequency
range of interest is very difficult. If a pressure transducer
is available in the resonator’s cavity and another one is
placed at the resonator’s inlet, Zn can directly be estimated

[26]. This so-called direct method cannot be used in the
application considered here, because placing a microphone
in the resonator cavity is not allowed in our applications.
The method considered here can be used when a pressure
transducer cannot be placed within the resonator. In air
one often uses a multi-microphone method, which allows
determining multi-port coefficients of such resonators [27,
28]. In the present case frequencies down to a few Hertz
are considered, involving huge wave lengths up to 150 m.
Accurate multi-microphone was not possible with the avail-
able set-up size O(1) m. In the current study a “robust”
experimental procedure is developed, avoiding problems
related to the inaccuracy of the multi-microphone method.
Goal is to demonstrate that the measured TLan is indepen-
dent of the acoustic boundary condition at the end of the
transmission-side of the setup. The possibility of determin-
ing the anechoic transmission losses by means of only one
microphone on each side of the resonator is also explored.

The article introduces the robust method for determin-
ing anechoic transmission loss in Section 2, based on the sig-
nals of pressure transducers placed both on the source-side
and the transmission-side of the resonator. Later the article
focuses on the flexible-plate resonator; namely its construc-
tion, the test setup and measurement method, the lumped-
element model and experimental results in Section 3.
Finally, Section 4 describes the gas resonator, the measure-
ment method, the lumped-element model and the results.
After that global conclusions are drawn.

2 Experimental method

The resonator is a volume connected to a main pipe by
means of a pipe segment referred to as “neck” denoted by
the index ()n (Fig. 1). There is no mean flow within the
main pipe of the test-section. In a separate closed water cir-
cuit a pump forces a flow through an orifice. The pump pro-
vides low frequency noise and the flow through the orifice
provides higher frequency broadband noise. This sound
source is connected to the main steel pipe on which the res-
onator is mounted (test section) by means of a flexible poly-
urethane pipe. The polyurethane pipe segment reduces
transmission of wall vibration from the source module to
the test section. The x-axis is chosen with the origin
x = 0 at the center of the junction of the neck of the res-
onator with the pipe. The x-axis is directed from the source
side x < 0 toward the transmission side x > 0 of the setup.
On each side there is an array of four microphones. The
microphones on the sound-source side are denoted with
the index ()A. The source-side incident and reflected
plane-wave amplitudes are denoted by pþA and p�A . The
other side of the resonator (x > 0) is connected to a duct
which is in general terminated with a reflecting end, referred
to as the transmission-side with index notation ()B. The
transmission-side forward (transmitted) and backward
(reflected) travelling plane-wave amplitudes are denoted
by pþB and p�B , respectively.

At the low frequencies considered, the pressure pn at the
inlet of the neck of the resonator is equal to the pressure
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at the inlets of the source and transmission sides of the main
pipe pn ¼ pþA þ p�A ¼ pþB þ p�B . This follows from Newton’s
second law applied to the junction, because at the low fre-
quencies considered the acceleration of the fluid is locally
negligible. Furthermore, the mass conservation can at low
frequencies be approximated as the volume flow continuity
equation Anun ¼ Ap

qwcw;eff
pþA � p�A � pþB þ p�B
� �

. An and Ap are

the cross-sectional areas of the neck and the main pipe
respectively. The flow velocity un at the resonator-neck inlet
can be expressed in terms the the resonator impedance
Zn un = pn. qw is the density of water. cw,eff is the effective
speed of sound in water, which was estimated by means of
the Korteweg-Lamb equation [29, 30]. In the steel pipes
cw,eff is very close to the speed of sound cw of pure water.

Considering the particular case of an anechoic termination
on the transmission-side ðp�B ¼ 0Þ of the resonator, the
“anechoic” transmission loss (TLan) is calculated as [31]:

TLan ¼ 20log10
pþA
pþB

� �
an

����
���� ¼ 20log10 1þ

qwcw;effAn

2ZnAp

����
����: ð1Þ

For a finite reflection coefficient RB ¼ p�B
pþB

� �
ref

at x = L

(transmission-side termination of the setup), one can derive
an expression for the ratio of incident and transmitted wave
amplitudes pþA

pþB

� �
ref

in terms of RB and Zn by eliminating p�A
and p�B from the pressure and volume flow continuity equa-
tions. After some algebra, one finds the transmission loss
with a “reflecting” termination (TLref) as:

Figure 1. Schematic of the test-section and detailed view of the resonator neck. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup with source-
side microphones (A1, A2, A3, A4) and transmission-side microphones (B1, B2, B3, B4). The entire flow system is the broadband noise
source. There is no steady flow along the resonator in the main duct. (b) Schematic of the T-junction between the neck of the
resonator and the main duct. The termination of the transmission side of the main pipe is either a closed end at the end of the steel
tube (with closed ball-valve 1) or the PU tube termination (with closed ball-valve 2).
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TLref ¼ 20log10
pþA
pþB

� �
ref

����
����

¼ 20log10 1þ 1þ RB expð�2ikLÞð Þ qwcw;effAn

2ZnAp

����
����: ð2Þ

Note that the wave number k can be adjusted to take into
account the effect of viscous damping during propagation.
Assuming thin viscous boundary layers one finds [6, 32]:

k ¼ k0 1þ ð1þ iÞ
dp

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2l
qwx

s !
; ð3Þ

where k0 ¼ x
cw;eff

, dp is the inner diameter of the pipe/tube,
l is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid and x is the angular
frequency. From equations (1) and (2) the anechoic trans-
mission loss (TLan) can be calculated for any system with

a reflecting end from the measured pressure ratio
pþA
pþB

� �
ref

from the following formulation (also referred as “reflec-
tion-coefficient dependent” formulation):

TLan ¼ 20log10
pþA
pþB

� �
an

����
���� ¼ 20log10

pþA
pþB

� �
ref

þ RB exp �2ikLð Þ
1þ RB exp �2ikLð Þ

������
������:

ð4Þ
Equation (4) is accurate if the reflection coefficient RB the
transmission-side termination at x = L is accurately known
from theory or measurements. As explained in the introduc-
tion, at the very low frequencies considered here, accurately
determining RB by means of a multi-microphone method is
not possible. When RB is difficult to determine, the above
equation can be re-written as:

TLan ¼ 20log10 1þ
pþB
� �

ref

pn

pþA
pþB

� �
ref

� 1
� ������

�����; ð5Þ

where pþBð Þref is the transmitted wave amplitude for a
setup with a reflecting termination. At the very low fre-
quencies considered, the neck pressure can be approxi-
mated as the pressure measured by the microphone
placed close to the neck on the transmission-side, hence,
pn ’ pBi

for frequencies satisfying the relation, xLBi
cw;eff

� 1.
The index i = 1, 2, 3, . . . specifies the microphone consid-
ered. Here, pBi

is the pressure at a microphone Bi at
x ¼ LBi . LBi is the distance between the microphone Bi

and the resonator neck. The TLan estimated using
equation (5) (neck pressure; pn ’ pBi

) with
pþA
pþB

� �
ref

obtained by the multi-microphone method will be referred
to as the “Multi-microphone, robust formulation”. In prin-
ciple the microphone B1 closest to the neck should provide
the best results. One can consider other microphones in
order to obtain insight into the accuracy of the approxi-
mation. In such cases, the microphone Bi used will be
specified.

Close to the resonance frequency the pressure ratio
pþA
pþB
[[1 is large and equation (5) can be approximated by:

TLan � 20log10
pþA
pBi

����
����: ð6Þ

In this approximation the results are independent of
the reflection coefficient RB of the transmission-side termi-
nation. This explains why assuming pn ¼ pBi

, equation (5)
is a more robust formulation than equation (4).

Three methods have been used to analyse the data. The
first method is the classic multi-microphone method [33],
which calculates the forward travelling wave pþs ð�ikxÞ� �
and the backward travelling wave p�s expðikxÞ� �

amplitudes
on the source-side (s=A) and the transmission-side (s= B)
using a least-square approximation. At low frequencies
(10 Hz � f � 100 Hz), the multi-microphone method can
be inaccurate when the pressure signals at the transmis-
sion-side approach the noise floor due to high transmission
loss. In particular when using equation (4), where the deter-
mination of the exact reflection coefficient RB appears to be
problematic. A significant improvement in robustness of the
analysis is obtained by using equation (5) assuming
pn ¼ pB1 and complemented by the multi-microphone
method. The reflection coefficient RB in this case need not
be exactly determined.

The second method is referred to as the “source-
side multi-microphone method”. This method calculates
the forward travelling wave using the multi-microphone
method on the source-side and calculates the transmitted
wave with an estimated transmission-side reflection
coefficient RB. When a reasonable estimation for RB is
available the transmitted wave amplitude pþB can be esti-
mated as:

pþB ¼ pBi

exp �ikxið Þ 1þ RB exp 2ikL xi
L � 1
� �� �
 � ; ð7Þ

where pBi
is the amplitude of the signal of any transmis-

sion-side microphone Bi (preferably the microphone clos-
est to the resonator, B1) at a distance xi from the
resonator neck. The incident wave amplitude pþA on the
source-side is determined by means of the multi-micro-
phone method. These estimations are used together with
equation (5) to calculate TLan.

The third method is referred to as the “standing-wave”
method. This method is based on the assumption that
standing waves are dominant on the source-side of the res-

onator and pþB
pþA

��� ���� 1. Then the source-side acoustic field can

be estimated with jp�A j ’ jpþA j, hence, on the source-side one
has:

jpAðxÞj ’ 2jpþA jj sinðkxÞj; ð8Þ

where the origin (x = 0) is at the junction of pipe and res-
onator neck. A single microphone on each side should then
be sufficient to estimate the anechoic transmission losses
(TLan). In practice the microphone A1 farthest from the
junction will be used at the source-side. For the transmis-
sion-side the microphone B1 closest to the resonator will
be used.
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3 Flexible-plate resonator
3.1 Construction of the flexible-plate resonator

The flexible-plate resonator comprised a fluid-filled
cylindrical cavity which is connected to the duct through a
narrow neck by a T-junction. The diameter of the neck dn
is small compared to the cavity diameter dc. The top of
the cavity is covered with a circular metal plate, of uniform
thickness tplate. The dimensions and the cross-sectional view
of the resonator are shown in Figure 2. The resonator assem-
bly comprised a stainless-steel base with length and height of
165mm� 165mmand width of 40mm. Figure 2b shows the
three-dimensional parallel perspective view of the resonator.
The resonator base is shown in pink. A duct of diameter
dp = 9 mm is drilled through the entire length (165 mm)
of the base. The neck diameter of dn = 7.2 mm and neck
length of ln = 15.5 mm is drilled through the centre of the
top-face to connect with the duct. The base is connected
to external ducts through attachments on the side.

The top-face of the steel base mounts the aluminium cav-
ity of the resonator (shown in grey). The cylindrical cavity
with an internal diameter of dc = 150 mm is incorporated
in a prismatic block of square cross section with external
dimensions 165 mm� 165 mm. The height of the cavity is
lc = 50 mm. The cavity has a 15 mm thick flange on the
top with an outer diameter of 200 mm and inner diameter
dc = 150 mm. The block and the flange are connected, they
aremade out of one piece (grey). Theflange on the aluminium
cavity is the bottom support to clamp the flexible top plate.
The flange has 8 holes drilled through it at a circumference
of diameter 180 mm. The cavity is fastened to the top-cover
(shown in green) and the top-flange by 8 � M8 hex screws
(shown in yellow) and nuts through the holes.

The cavity has a flexible plate as the top-cover (shown
in green). The top-covers are circular stainless-steel plates
200 mm in diameter with 8 holes at the circumference of
180 mm to match the flange of the cavity. Five top-covers
with thickness tplate = 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm or 10 mm
were tested.

An aluminium top-flange (shown in blue) is used to
clamp the top-cover between top flange and the flange of

the cavity. Two o-rings are used within the assembly to pro-
vide a proper seal between the fastened surfaces. The fist
o-ring is sandwiched between the top-cover (green) and
the aluminium cavity (grey) and the second is between
the aluminium cavity and the base (pink).

3.2 Test setup and measurement procedure for the
flexible-plate resonator

Figure 1a shows a schematic of the setup to measure the
transmission loss of the flexible-plate resonator. The setup
consists of two fluid circuits. The first is the test-section,
where the acoustic pressures are measured. The second fluid
circuit comprised the sound source. The side of the test-sec-
tion connected to the sound source is referred to as the
source-side and the side of the resonator connected to
the 45 m long polyurethane (PU) tube is referred to as
the transmission-side.

The test-section comprised the flexible-plate resonator.
The base of the resonator is coupled to stainless-steel pipes
on both sides. The pipes have an inner diameter of
dp = 9 mm and outer diameter of 12 mm. The pipes are
coupled to the resonator an each other using SERTO�

S081021-12 straight connectors. The acoustic pressures are
measured using eight PCB�105C02 piezoelectric pressure
transducers. The microphones were used with manufac-
turer’s amplitude calibration, neglecting calibration phase
differences. Four microphones (transducers) are mounted
on each side of the resonator at distances LAi ¼ LBi ¼
108:5 mm; 158:5 mm; 623:5 mm and 1243.5 mm from
the central axis of the resonator neck (x = 0). The micro-
phones on the source-side are denoted as Ai and the
transmission-side microphones are denoted as Bi with
i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The microphones are mounted such that
the normal distance between the probe surface and the pipe
axis is half of pipe diameter, 4.5 mm. The stainless-steel
pipes between microphones A1, A2 and microphones B3,
B4 are bent in a U-shape with mean radius of curvature
38 mm. This was done in order to accommodate the entire
test-section on an 1800 mm � 800 mm � 500 mm air
mounted dynamic test platform by NTS�, which isolates

Figure 2. Diagram and dimensions of the flexible-plate resonator. (a) Internal dimensions of flexible-plate resonator. (b) A parallel-
perspective view of the resonator.
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it from transmitted ground vibration. The total length of the
test-section (steel pipe) on source-side is 1.3 m and 1.49m on
the transmission-side from the resonator neck, respectively.
The transmission-side of the test-section has two ball-valves.
The first valve is placed at the junction between the steel
pipe and a 45 m long flexible polyurethane (PU) tube with
inner diameter dp = 9 mm and tube wall thickness of
1.5 mm. The second valve is placed at the end of the PU
tube. When the first valve is closed it behaves as a closed-
end termination with a theoretical reflection coefficient
RB = 1.0 at x = L = 1.49 m. Whereas, when the first valve
is open and the second valve is closed the steel pipe and PU
tube junction behaves almost like an open-end termination
due to the difference in the characteristic acoustic impe-
dance of the pipes. Assuming that the PU-tube behaves as
an anechoic termination the theoretical estimation of reflec-
tion coefficient RB at the PU to steel-tube junction at
x = L = 1.49 m from the resonator neck is RB = �0.8
[34], which will be used in the further analysis of the trans-
mission-loss data.

The source-side is connected to the fluid circuit with
the sound source by a 1 m long PU-tube with a U-bend
at a T-junction. Water is pumped through the second fluid
circuit via the T-junction and through a sharp-square-edge
orifice with an open-area ratio of Ao

Ap
¼ 20%, where Ao is the

area of the orifice opening. The orifice thickness (do) to ori-
fice diameter (Do) ratio is do

Do
¼ 0:5. The water exiting the

orifice then flows into a reservoir. The orifice acts as a sound
source generating a broadband acoustic wave signal which
propagates towards source-side of the test-section through
the PU tube. The PU-tube avoids transmission of structural
vibration from the sound source to the test-section, which
gives cleaner acoustic pressure measurements. The flow rate
within the circuit is maintained at 91 cm3 s�1 at an absolute
static pressure of 1.49 bar. The test-section is initially filled
with water by opening both the valves on the transmission-
side. The top-cover of the flexible-plate resonator is also
kept open during the filling process to bleed out the air
within the resonator cavity. Once the cavity is full, the
top-cover is closed. Water is let to flow within the test-sec-
tion for a minimum of 1800 s to remove trapped air bubbles.
Finally, either the first or the second valve is closed to stop
the flow within the test-section and begin the measure-
ments. Once the measurements are finished the micro-
phones are allowed to stabilise to record the electronic
noise floor of the microphones. The noise signal was
recorded without any water in the ducts and ensuring min-
imum human activity around the test setup. The PCB�

pressure transducers are powered by the PCB� 483C41
eight-channel signal conditioner. The data is logged for
both terminations at a sampling frequency of 4 kHz for a
time-period of 500 s for all the flexible plates with an eight
channel PicoScope� data logger.

3.3 Analytical model for the flexible-plate resonator
impedance

In Appendix A the lumped element model for the impe-
dance Zn of the flexible-plate resonator at the resonator

neck is derived. It is assumed that the walls of the cavity,
the neck and duct are rigid. The top-cover is flexible (flex-
ible plate). Neglecting friction in the neck and inertia of the
water and of the flexible plate in the cavity, the impedance
(Zn) of the resonator at the neck is calculated as:

ZnðxÞ ¼ ixqwleff 1� x0

x

� �2
1þ x0

xc

� �2
 !�1 !

; ð9Þ

where x is the angular frequency, leff = 19.7 mm is the
effective neck length (see Appendix A), xc is the reso-
nance frequency of the cavity due to the compressibility
of water and x0 is the resonance frequency of the flexible
plate due to hydraulic loading. The terms xc and x0 are
calculated as follows:

xc ¼ cw;effdn

dc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

lcleff

r
; ð10Þ

x0 ¼ dn

dc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K
Ac

1
qwleff

s
; ð11Þ

where dn is the neck diameter, dc is the cavity diameter,
leff = 19.7 mm is the effect neck length, lc is the length
of the cavity, K is the spring constant of the flexible plate
(top-cover) and Ac ¼ p

4 d
2
c is the cross-sectional area of the

cavity. The spring constant K is given by [35, 36]:

K
Ac

¼ CrEt3plate
d4
cð1� m2Þ ; ð12Þ

where Cr is a constant depending on the boundary condi-
tions of the plate, E = 190 GPa is the Young’s modulus,
tplate is the flexible plate thickness and m = 0.27 the Pois-
son ratio of the top-cover material. For a clamped plate
one has Cr = 256 and Cr ’ 42.7 for a simply supported
plate.

3.4 Influence of cavity wall flexibility

A finite-element model (FEM) was generated to verify
the analytical expression (Eq. (9)) for the clamped top-
cover. Finite-element model (FEM) calculations were per-
formed using ANSYS�. The finite-element model comprised
two types of elements the fluid elements (for water) and
solid elements (for aluminium side-walls and the stainless
steel flexible plate). The bottom surface of the aluminium
cavity was given a fixed boundary condition. The steel
top plate was fixed to the flange of aluminium cavity at
their mating surface. Hence, the FEM takes into considera-
tion the flexibility of the side-walls and the top plate. It is
important to note here that the FEM does not include
the effect of static deformation of the plate due to the static
pressure in the fluid circuit. The effect of this static defor-
mation is significant for the thinner plates. This is discussed
further in Section 3.5.

Table 1 compares the calculated resonance frequencies
of the flexible plate resonator from the FEM and the analyt-
ical model for a clamped top-cover. The analytical model
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shows good agreement with the FEM results for all top-
covers with the exception of the top cover with
tplate = 10 mm. The deviation between the analytical and
FEM predictions is because the analytical model does not
account for the elasticity of side-walls. Since the stiffness
of 10 mm thick plate is greater compared to the stiffness
of the aluminium cavity, the stiffness of the cavity defines
the natural frequency of the resonator, which is not pre-
dicted by the analytical model. For the thicker plates the
perfect clamping of the plate assumed by the FEM model
is not realistic. The behaviour actually approaches that of
a simply supported plate. A lumped element for a simply
supported plate and rigid cavity side walls is therefore
considered for comparison.

3.5 Results of transmission loss measurements

Figure 3 shows the comparison between power spectrum
density (PSD) plots of acoustic pressures at the source-side
and transmission-side microphones for the flexible-plate
resonator with tplate = 2 mm. Figure 3a plots the PSD for
the setup terminating with a 45 m polyurethane tube
(with RB ’ �0.8). Figure 3b plots the PSD for the setup

terminating with the closed-end (RB = 1). In both cases
RB is the reflection coefficient at x = L = 1.49 m. The
PSD curves were plotted using a moving average of 5 data
points over the entire frequency range to reduce the scatter.
At f> 5Hz the pressure amplitudes measured by the source-
side microphones (A1 through A4) decrease linearly as a
function of the microphone distance (xi) from the resonator
neck, for both terminations. This indicates a standing wave
on the source-side for f> 5 Hz. The source-side pressures are
generally above the noise-level between the 1 Hz and 200 Hz
for both terminations. As the signal-to-noise ratio of the
source-side microphones is high for the relevant frequency
range, both the standing wave method and the multi-micro-
phone method can be applied. Please note, the sharp peaks
in the amplitude that are observed at 50 Hz, 150 Hz and
250 Hz. The peaks are a result of the 50 Hz grid frequency.

For frequencies f < 5 Hz, the PSD of transmission-side
pressures reach values close to that of the source-side pres-
sures, indicating that the resonator is less effective. It is
important to note that below f = 5 Hz one sees from
Figure 3 that the signal is independent of the microphone
position and is almost the same for the source and transmis-
sion sides. One therefore expects that the transmission loss

Table 1. Comparison of resonance frequencies of the flexible-plate resonator with different plate thicknesses using analytical model,
finite-element model (FEM) and experiments.

tplate Analytical model f0 FEM Experiment Deviation

Clamped Simply supported f0,FEM fmax
f0;FEM�fmax

f0;FEM

[mm] [Hz] [Hz] [Hz] [Hz] %

1 18 7.2 18 20 �11
2 49.1 20.2 48.8 37 24
3 88.2 37.0 87.9 57 35
4 130.1 56.6 128.9 76 41
10 293.9 189.6 217.1 122 43

Figure 3. Power spectrum density plots of acoustic pressures measured at source-side (solid lines) and transmission-side microphones
(dashed lines) of flexible-plate resonator with tplate = 2 mm for (a) the 45 m PU tube termination and (b) the closed-end termination
on the transmission-side. At the resonance frequency of 37 Hz, the transmitted signal is close to the noise floor.
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data is meaningless at these low frequencies. Close to reso-
nance frequency the pressure amplitudes approach the noise
floor. Indeed, one expects the pressure at the inlet of the
resonator neck to vanish at resonance (as pn ’ 0). The pres-
sure amplitudes on the transmission-side are dependent on
the type of termination at x = 1.49 m. Above f > 300 Hz
one also observes that the PSD plots (in Fig. 3) of the pres-
sure signals on the source-side and the transmission-side
approach the noise floor. Therefore the measured TLan at
frequencies f > 300 Hz can be disregarded. Therefore the
relevant frequency range for the transmission-loss measure-
ments is between 5 Hz � f � 300 Hz.

Figures 4a and 4b compare the three methods of
calculating TLan from experiments for both terminations
discussed in Section 2. It should be noted that the mea-
sured TLan values were smoothed using a moving average
over the entire frequency range with 5 data points. The
classic multi-microphone method is compared for both
terminations using the robust formulation ans the reflec-
tion-coefficient dependent formulation. The source-side
multi-microphone method is denoted by “Source-side
MM/Bi”, where Bi denotes the transmission-side pressure
transducer. The TLan is also calculated using the stand-
ing-wave method. The source-side multi-microphone
method and the classic multi-microphone method using
the robust formulation agree well with each other for almost
the complete frequency range (5 Hz � f � 300 Hz) irrespec-
tive of the microphone used to estimate the transmission-
side travelling wave with typical average deviations less
than 2 dB. The standing wave method agrees with the for-
mer two methods close to the resonance frequency and
starts deviating at low-frequencies. Since the standing wave
method utilises only two microphones (one on each side), it
is a relatively simple method to achieve a rough estimate of
the transmission loss of the resonator. It should also be
noted that in case of the closed-end termination (in
Fig. 4), the source-side multi-microphone method shows a
peak close to f ’ 238 Hz. This frequency corresponds to
the quarter wave frequency between the resonator neck
and the closed-end. This proves the robustness of equation
(5). The drawback of the reflection-coefficient dependent-
formulation (Eq. (4)) in comparison to the robust-formula-
tion (Eq. (5)) of TLan is apparent in Figure 4b as it shows a
deviation of 10 dB for the closed-end boundary condition.
Equation (4) is strongly dependent on accurate measure-
ment of reflection coefficient of the termination. The
robust-formulation on the other hand is weakly dependent
on the reflection coefficient, which greatly reduces the
uncertainty in TLan calculation (in the Fig. 4c). Hence,
one does not need an accurate estimation of reflection-
coefficient of the termination.

Figure 4c demonstrates the effect of errors in the esti-
mated RB on the measured TLan. The TLan was calculated
using the correct estimation of reflection coefficient
(RB = �0.8) for the 45 m long PU tube and compared to
the TLan with a wrong estimation of RB = 0. Similarly TLan

was also calculated for closed-end termination with RB = 1
and compared to TLan with wrong estimation of RB = 0.
Even with a drastic error of 100% in the estimated RB of

the end transmission-side the measured TLan deviates less
than 2 dB. This is because the acoustic pressure ratio,

between source and transmission-sides, is very large,
pþA
pþB

� 1. Hence, the result is globally independent of the esti-
mated value of RB as long as the transmission-side pipe seg-
ment is not resonant. However some local deviations are
observed in TLan, which are suspected to be due to trans-
mission of vibration through pipe-walls.

The effect of structural vibration on the measured TLan
is shown in Figure 5. The anechoic transmission losses TLan

of the flexible-plate resonators with tplate = 1 mm and 2 mm
are measured with two configurations. Firstly, the test-
section was rigidly connected to the sound-source section
using steel-tubes of 9.0 mm internal diameter. Secondly,
the setup was dynamically isolated from the sound source
by a 1 m long PU tube with a U-bend. The bent PU-tube
reduces the propagation of structural vibration, while
allowing acoustic wave transmission through the fluid.
Figure 5 shows that dynamic isolation of the measurement
section from the sound source has a significant effect on the
measured TLan at frequencies close to and above resonance
frequency. When setup is rigidly linked to the sound-source
the measured TLan shows a more complex behaviour and
lower TLan at some frequencies due to transmission of
vibrations through structure. The TLan measured by the iso-
lated system shows an expected behaviour. The transmis-
sion through wall vibration has also been reported by Liu
and Yang [11] in a study of liquid–gas filled Helmholtz-
resonator arrays for sea-water piping systems.

Note that even with isolation of the test section from the
sound-source and pump section by means of a 1 m long
poly-urethane pipe section does not completely isolate the
test-section from wall vibrations.Around the resonance fre-
quency (maximum transmission loss) the TLan curve for the
tplate = 1 mm thick plate deviates strongly from the shape
expected for a simple resonator (Fig. 5). There are wiggles,
weaker but similar to those observed when the signal is pol-
luted by wall vibration. The curve for the tplate = 2 mm has
a shape closer to the expected shape with a single sharp
peak. As already discussed previously that the measure-
ments close to the resonance frequency are not reliable for
the flexible-plate resonators. A consequence of this, is that
one cannot evaluate the quality factor of these resonators.
From the measurements of TLan for the tplate = 2 mm
resonator, one concludes that the quality factor of the

resonator is Q ¼ f0
�f3dB

’ 4, with f0 = 37 Hz the resonance

frequency and Df3dB ’ 10 Hz the resonance peak width at
3 dB below the maximum of TLan. This is much higher than
the value estimated for the gas resonators.

Also a point to note here is the effect of change in speed
of sound on the resonance frequency between a water-filled
elastic duct and a water-filled rigid duct. For a thin flexible
plate (tplate < 4 mm), the cavity impedance is dominated by
the stiffness of the flexible plate. The compressibility of
water comes into effect when the ratio of resonance frequen-
cies x0

xc

� �
in equation (9) is x0

xc
� Oð1Þ. Since in a steel duct
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the effective speed of sound cw,eff is 4% lower than cw, the
ratio x0

xc
� 1. Hence, in most practical cases the effect of

change in speed of sound in a steel pipe relative to that of
bulk water can be neglected.

Figure 6 shows the comparison between measured, ana-
lytical model and finite-element-model (FEM) calculations
of TLan. The measured TLan are calculated using the classic
multi-microphone method for termination with 45 m
PU-tube (RB = �0.8) and the closed-end termination
(RB = 1). The TLan plots have been smoothed using the
moving average with 5 data points over entire frequency
range. The measured resonance frequencies for the 1 mm
flexible plate is higher than the frequency predicted by

the analytical model with clamped plate. The study by
Plaut [37] shows an increase in stiffness is due to the non-
linear deformation of thin plates. This deformation is deter-
mined by the dimensionless parameter �p

E
dc

2tplate

� �4
. For a sta-

tic pressure difference across the plate of Dp = 49 kPa,
Young’s module of E ¼ 190 GPa, plate diameter
dc = 150 mm and plate thickness tplate = 1 mm one finds

the value �p
E

dc
2tplate

� �4
¼ 7:8. From the results by Plaut [37]

a 43% increase in stiffness is found. This corresponds to a
20% increase in the resonance frequency of the flexible plate
resonator. From the experiments a deviation of 11% was
measured at a static pressure of 49 kPa. This lower effect

Figure 4. Comparison of measured TLan calculated using source-side multi-microphone, classic multi-microphone method with
robust and reflection-coefficient dependent formulation, and the standing-wave method for flexible-plate resonator with tplate = 2 mm
for (a) the 45 m PU-tube (RB = �0.8) termination, and (b) the closed-end termination (RB = 1) on the transmission-side. The effect of
error in the estimated reflection coefficient RB on measured TLan is shown in (c).
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of non-linear static deformation on the frequency than the
theoretical prediction of Plaut [37] is expected to be due
to the flexibility of the aluminium cavity. It is important

to note that this effect depends on dc
2tplate

� �4
.

Hence the static deformation is reduced by a factor 16
for tplate = 2 mm compared to tplate = 1 mm, it is negligible
for thicker plates. The increased plate rigidity due to non-
linear deformation limits the use of thinner or wider plates
when aiming at a very low resonance frequency. Of course
high static pressures precludes the use of very thin plates
because of possible rupture. This makes the use of the more
complex gas resonators interesting as alternative to flexible
plate resonators.

The resonance frequencies of the resonator with
tplate = 2 mm, 3 mm and 4 mm fall between the clamped
and simply-supported analytical models. The measured res-
onance frequencies approach the simply-supported case as
the plate thickness increases. This is because the clamping
of steel top plate onto the cavity with aluminium flanges
does not behave like a fixed plate, rather it has a behaviour
in between the fixed and the simply-supported plate. As the
top plate gets thicker, the clamping behaves more closer to
a simply-supported plate, which reduces the resonance fre-
quency of the resonator. The measured TLan plots are fitted
to theoretical TLan plots with maximum response frequen-
cies (fmax) that are visually adjusted to the experimental
results. These plots predict within 2 dB the TLan over a
wide frequency range 0:1 � f

fmax
� 0:7 and 1:3 � f

fmax
� 2.

It is observed that the resonance frequency of 10 mm
thick flexible plate is found to be lower than the simply-sup-
ported analytical model because the analytical model
assumes rigid cavity walls. In the case of tplate = 10 mm

the stiffness of the plate and the cavity wall is comparable,
hence the compliance of the aluminium wall of the cavity
also determines the resonance frequency. The FEM predic-
tion considers the side wall compliance, but assumes a
perfectly clamped plate. The effects of the side wall compli-
ance and failure of the clamping are of the same order of
magnitude for the thickest plate. The failure of the clamp-
ing for thicker plates is difficult to describe in a FEMmodel.
An accurate model should actually predict the finite non-
uniform separation of the plate from the ring and side wall
as a result of the static pressure and the complex three
dimensional deformation due to the fixing bolts. Table 1
compares the resonance frequencies of the flexible-plate
resonator for all the cases.

The maximum observed transmission loss for the flexi-
ble-plate resonator is limited to 50 dB for tplate = 1 mm
and 2 mm and 30 dB for tplate = 10 mm. When effect of
friction due to fluid viscosity and inertia of water are consid-
ered the resonator can still achieve a maximum theoretical
anechoic transmission loss of 80 dB (see Appendix A),
which cannot explain the deviation.

The maximum theoretical anechoic transmission loss
(TLan) of the flexible-plate resonator (close to resonance fre-
quency) is proportional to the logarithm of 1

Zn
. This is seen

from equation (1). Hence, to increase the TLan of the res-
onator one has to reduce the effective neck length leff of
the flexible-plate resonator by reducing the dimension of
the neck length. However, reducing the leff alone would alter
the resonance frequency. Therefore, one also has to reduce
the neck diameter to keep ratio dnffiffiffiffi

leff
p the same, thereby

maintaining the same resonance frequency (x0). The
main advantage of flexible plate resonators is that they
are cheap and are almost maintenance free. One can

Figure 5. Comparison between measured TLan of a dynamically isolated test setup and a rigidly connected test setup to the sound
source (orifice). The TLan was calculated using the multi-microphone method for flexible plate resonator with tplate = 1 mm (a) and
2 mm (b).
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therefore easily use them in arrays tuned for optimal reduc-
tion of transmission. A compact resonator for very low fre-
quencies however involves a thin plate which can be
problematic when high static pressures are used in the
water circuit. The gas resonator is a more complex res-
onator, which however is easier to design for higher static
pressure applications.

4 Gas resonator
4.1 Construction of the gas resonator

Figure 7 shows the schematic of construction of the gas
resonator used in the experiments. The gas resonator
assembly comprises a cavity, a free-floating piston and a
bellow. The resonator cavity has an inner diameter of

Figure 6. Comparison between measured, analytically estimated and FEM estimated TLan of flexible plate resonators with
tplate = 1 mm (a), 2 mm (b), 3 mm (c), 4 mm (d) and 10 mm (e). The measured TLan have been calculated using the multi-microphone
method for both terminations. The adjusted frequency fit TLan value is estimated from a visually guess of the maximum response
frequency fmax from the measurements.
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dc = 150 mm and outer diameter of 160 mm and a height of
172 mm. The cavity is made of stainless-steel. The cavity of
the resonator is divided into two sub-cavitys namely the
gas-cavity and the water-cavity by the free-floating piston.
The piston is attached to the resonator cavity by means of a
bellow. The piston has the same diameter as the resonator
cavity dc. The piston maintains a pressure equilibrium
between the water and the gas. The piston is made of stain-
less-steel with a PTFE seal ring at its circumference. The
bellow in conjunction with the piston prevent leakage of
gas into the water-cavity. The gas-cavity filled with a
known volume of pressurised gas provides the compliance
of the resonator. The gas-cavity has a pressure valve on
the top, which is used to fill it with a user-specified gas-
pressure. The water-cavity is filled with water from the
fluid-circuit by a narrow-neck. The resonator neck has a
diameter dn = 10.26 mm with a length ln = 1.22 mm, the
narrow neck expands into a wider duct with diameter
dN = 23 mm and length lN = 35 mm. The wider duct con-
nects to the water-cavity.

The neck connects to the fluid duct by a T-junction.
The fluid filled steel ducts in the circuit have an inner
diameter of dp = 10.26 mm and outer diameter
12.72 mm. The resonator duct is connected to external
ducts using 12.7 mm Swagelok� straight connectors. All
the parts are made out of stainless-steel.

The upward motion of piston is restricted by an end-
stop within the gas-cavity. The maximum gas volume when
the piston is at the bottom-end of the cavity is 2.00 dm3.
When piston is at the top-end of the cylinder, the gas
volume is 0.80 dm3. Hence, the gas-cavity has an opera-
tional volumetric range of 1.20 dm3.

4.2 Test setup and measurement procedure for the gas
resonator

The layout of the experimental setup to test the gas res-
onator closely resembles the schematic in Figure 1a, how-
ever there are some differences. The gas resonator is
connected to stainless-steel tubes with dp = 10.26 mm

and 12.7 mm outer diameter. Three PCB�105C02 piezo-
electric dynamic pressure transducers are mounted on each
side of the test-setup at distance of 130 mm, 480 mm and
1439 mm from the central axis of the resonator neck. These
are denoted as microphones Ai on the source-side and Bi on
the transmission-side with i = 1, 2, 3. The stainless-steel
tubes connecting the microphones A1 and A2 on the
source-side, and the microphones B2 and B3 are bent in a
U-shape with a mean radius of curvature of 51 mm. The
bent pipes help accommodating the entire measuring
section onto the THORLABS� NEXUS 2 m � 1.2 m �
0.31 m anti-vibration table. The total length of the steel
tubes connected to the gas resonator on each side is 1.6 m
from the central axis of the resonator neck. The steel tubes
and the pressure transducer mounts were coupled using
12.75 mm Swagelok� straight connectors. The transmis-
sion-side of the test-section is connected a 20 m polyur-
ethane (PU) tube with a ball-valve. The other end of the
PU tube is terminated with a second ball-valve. The PU
tube has an inner diameter dp = 10.26 mm and outer diam-
eter of 12.7 mm. The closing of the first ball-valve is equiv-
alent to a closed-end termination with reflection coefficient
RB = 1. When the first ball-valve is open and the second
ball-valve is closed, the transmission-side of test section ter-
minates with the 20 dB PU tube with reflection coefficient
RB ’ �0.8.

The end of the steel tube on the source-side of the test
section is connected to one end of a T-junction consisting
of the noise source with a 1 m long PU tube. The PU tube
avoids transmission of structural vibration from the source
to the test-section. The second end of the T-junction is
connected to the supply line of the pump with a 5 m long
polyurethane tube. The third end is connected to the orifice,
which is connected to the return line of the pump. The orifice
is made of stainless-steel with an open-area ratio of
Ao
Ap
¼ 21%. The orifice is within a stainless-steel pipe of inter-

nal diameter 7.5 mm. The orifice hole diameterDo is 3.5 mm
and the thickness (do) to the hole diameter (Do) ratio is
do
Do

¼ 0:5. The pump circulates the water through the flow
circuit (and the orifice) at 1.8 � 10�4 m3 s�1. The orifice
combined with the pump generates a broad-band noise
signal, which propagates towards the test-section. The
pressures were measured twice for a time period of 1200 s
using the PAK� MKII is a high-speed multi-channel data
acquisition system at a sampling frequency of 12 kHz.

Figure 8 shows the operation procedure of the gas res-
onator. Initially the water in the fluid circuit is drained
and the gas-cavity of the resonator is filled through the valve
on the top. Once the gas pressure within the gas-cavity
reaches a stable initial absolute gas pressure p0 the pressure
valve is closed. The pressures were measured using Comark�

C9557 differential manometer to a precision of 1 mbar. An
uncertainty of 20 mbar is present due to fluctuations in
atmospheric pressure patm, which was not monitored. Due
to the absence of static pressure within the fluid circuit
and higher gas pressure (p0 � patm) in the gas-cavity the
piston the piston reaches the bottom stop of the resonator
cavity, extending the cavity to the maximum volume.
Hence, the initial volume of the cavity is V0 = 2.00 dm3.

Figure 7. Cross-sectional view of of the gas resonator. Gas in
the gas-cavity is separated from the water in the water-cavity by
a free moving piston attached to a bellow.
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After filling the gas, the fluid circuit is pressurised with
water to a static pressure pf. The fluid exerts a back-
pressure on the gas cavity compressing it. The gas cavity
reduces in volume and reaches a final stable absolute pres-
sure pf which is measured in the similar way as p0. Assum-
ing isothermal compression of the gas-cavity the final gas
volume Vf is calculated as:

V f ¼ V 0
p0
pf

 !
: ð13Þ

Once the final pressure pf and volume Vf of the gas-cavity
are known, the acoustic pressure data are recorded by the
microphones. The gas resonator was tested for four initial
gas pressures p0 = 2.60 bar, 3.00 bar, 3.20 bar and
3.40 bar. The pressures in the fluid circuit pf during the
measurements are 5.00 bar and 5.50 bar.

The water supply through the orifice was maintained at
70% capacity with a flow rate of 33.3 cm s�1. Figure 9a
shows the power spectrum of the sound source observed
at the source-side microphone A1. The water supply creates
broadband noise in the frequency range 1 Hz < f< 1000 Hz.
Since the working frequencies of the gas resonator are
around 10 Hz it was well suited for the experiments.

4.3 Analytical model of gas resonator impedance

Depending on the gas pressures, the gas resonator
reduces the hydraulic stiffness of the system. It is assumed
that the resonator walls are rigid. The water in the cavity
and neck of the resonator is assumed to be incompressible.
The inertia of water and piston in the cavity are neglected.

The compression of gas inside the cavity is assumed to be
isentropic. Viscosity losses are also neglected. A finite
damping within the system is considered. This damping is
used as a fit parameter in the analysis of the results. With
those approximations, the impedance of the gas resonator
at the junction with the main duct (neck inlet) is calculated
(Appendix A) as:

Zn ¼ ixqwleff 1� ix0

Qx
� x0

x

� �2� �
; ð14Þ

where x0 is the resonance frequency of the undamped gas
cavity and Q is the quality factor. The frequency x0 is
defined as:

x0 ¼ dn

dc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cpf Ac

V fqwleff

s
: ð15Þ

Here, leff = 12.5 mm is the effective neck length of the gas
resonator and c ¼ 7

5 is the ratio of specific heats at con-
stant pressure and volume of the gas, respectively. From
the fit of the measurements performed a value of Q = 1.5
was determined. The estimation of leff is provided in
Appendix A.

4.4 Experimental results

Figures 9a and 9b show the power spectrum density
(PSD) curves of the acoustic pressures from microphones
on the source-side and transmission-side of the resonator
for a 20 m PU tube termination and a closed-end termina-
tion on the transmission-side of the test-section, respec-
tively. On the source-side, the pressure amplitudes vary

Figure 8. Operation procedure of the gas resonator. The gas-cavity is is initially filled with air at absolute pressure p0 by using a gas
inlet valve on top of the resonator without any static pressure from fluid circuit, hence gas-cavity has initial volume V0. Once the
pressure in the water circuit is increased up to the final pressure pf the volume of the gas-cavity reduces from V0 to Vf.
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linearly with distance to the inlet of the resonator (x = 0).
This indicates that standing waves are dominant on the
source-side of resonator. The pressure amplitudes on the
source-side are four orders-of-magnitude higher than
the noise floor. Hence, multi-microphone method can reli-
ably be used to calculate the incident and the reflected wave
amplitudes. It is important to note that the signal on the
source side is useful in the range 1 Hz< f < 1 Hz for the
source side while for the flexible-plate resonator (Fig. 3) this

is only useful in the range 5 Hz < f < 300 Hz. This is
beacause the source is quite different compared to setup
for testing the membrane resonator. This setup has a
different pump, which can reach higher flow rates and also
a noisier orifice. Note furthermore the peak (f ’ 180 Hz) in
the transmission-side signals for the closed end condition
(RB = �1). This is close to the quarter-wave length reso-
nance (f = 223 Hz) of the transmission-side pipe segment
(length 1.6 m).

Figure 9. Power spectrum density of the acoustic pressures at all microphones for p0 = 2.75 bar and pf = 5.0 bar with 20 m PU tube
termination (a) and closed-end termination (b). The initial gas volume is V0 = 2.00 dm3 and the final gas volume is calculated

as: Vf ¼ V 0
p0
pf

� �
.

Figure 10. Comparison between measured TLan of the gas resonator with p0 = 3.4 bar and pf = 5.5 bar for the 20 m PU tube
termination (a) and the closed-end termination (b) using the source-side multi-microphone method with robust formulation, the
standing-wave method and the classic multi-microphone method with robust formulation. The measured TLan are compared to
undamped analytical model, damped model with quality factor Q = 1.5 and an frequency adjusted TLan plot with Q = 1.5 and
fmax = 9.0 Hz.
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Below the resonance frequency the pressure amplitudes
on the transmission-side are above the noise floor for both
terminations. For the termination with 20 m PU tube,
above resonance frequency the pressure amplitudes remain
close to noise-level. For the closed-end termination, the
pressure amplitudes above resonance frequency are clearly
above noise floor. For the closed-end termination the pres-
sures at the microphones are generally in the order
pB4

> pB3
> pB2

> pB1
below the quarter wave resonance

frequency of 223 Hz. Hence, the measurement of TLan using
multi-microphone method would be more reliable for the
closed-end termination. However as it would be shown

further, the robust method of calculating the TLan gives
consistent results regardless of the end termination.

Figure 10 shows the comparison between the measured
anechoic transmission loss (TLan) calculated using source-
side multi-microphone with robust formulation, the stand-
ing wave method and the classic multi-microphone method
with robust formulation for both terminations. The closed-
end termination has a reflection coefficient of RB = 1. A
reflection coefficient of RB = �0.8 is used for the 20 m
PU tube termination [34]. As shown previously the TLan
calculated using the classic multi-microphone method with
robust formulation (Eq. (5)) agrees with the source-side

Figure 11. Comparison between measured, undamped frequency adjusted and damped (Q = 1.5) frequency adjusted TLan plots of
the gas resonator for a 20 m long PU-tube termination (RB = �0.8) and a closed termination (RB = 1). The transmission losses were
calculated using multi-microphone method with robust-formulation.The resonance frequencies are fine tuned by varying the gas
volume within the resonator cavity. (a) p0 = 2.75 bar and pf = 5.0 bar; (b) p0 = 3.0 bar and pf = 5.5 bar; (a) p0 = 3.25 bar and pf =
5.5 bar; (a) p0 = 3.4 bar and pf = 5.5 bar.
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multi-microphone and the standing-wave method over the
complete frequency range. The measured TLan by the clas-
sic multi-microphone method is in fair agreement with the
analytical model (at f � 10 Hz). It is striking that the
results are very robust and that the transmission loss curves
reproduce the results for the different acoustic terminations
and analysis method. This is true even close to the reso-
nance frequency. This indicates that around the resonance
frequency the measure transmission losses are meaningful.
This was not the case for the flexible-plate resonator.

Figure 11 compares the measured TLan to the TLan cal-
culated by adjusting the maximum response frequency for
both damped (Q = 1.5) and undamped cases. The TLan

is calculated using the classic multi-microphone using the
robust formulation for both the end terminations. The max-
imum response frequency (fmax) measured for the gas res-
onator is lower than the theoretical resonance frequency
(f0) calculated by the analytical model by a maximum of
7%. When damping is not considered the adjusted fre-
quency TLan plot agrees well with the measured TLan over
most of the relevant frequency range except at the maxi-
mum response frequency. Considering a damped system
with a quality factorQ= 1.5 the measured TLan plots agree
with the calculated plots even at the maximum response
frequency (fmax). The quality factor Q = 1.5 represents
the damping within the gas resonator during the measure-
ments. This damping could be a result of friction losses
between the piston and cavity. The maximum observed
transmission loss (TLmax) is in the order of 60 dB for all
cases. Table 2 compares the resonance frequencies calcu-
lated from analytical model and the maximum response fre-
quency measured for all the gas resonator configurations.
The maximum TLan is also compared for the damped TLan
plot and the measurements.

5 Conclusions

A robust formulation (Eq. (5)) has been proposed to
determine anechoic transmission losses from acoustic pres-
sure measurements at the source and transmission side of
a compact resonator placed in a water-filled pipe system.
This formulation avoids the need to accurately determine
the reflection coefficient RB of the setup transmission-side
termination. This formulation is accurate as long as the
transmission losses are large and the frequency is low
enough to avoid acoustic resonance in the transmission-side

pipe. Good results are obtained when combining, into this
robust formulation, the classical multi-microphone method
to determine the incoming wave amplitude pþA and the
transmitted wave pþB with a microphone signal pBi

close to
the neck of the resonator as an estimate of the neck pressure
pn. However, using the same multi-microphone results in
the reflection coefficient formulation (Eq. (4)), results are
poor. Good results are also achieved when an estimated
value of RB is used to determine the transmitted-wave
amplitude pþB from a single microphone measurement at
the transmission side. Results with RB = 1 and
RB ’ = �0.8 obtained with the robust method are equiva-
lent. The standing-wave method allows the determination
of TLan from measurements with only two microphones
and is found to be reliable around the resonance frequency
(for high values of TLan). It uses one source-side micro-
phone at a reasonable distance from the resonator and a sin-
gle transmission-side microphone close to the resonator
neck.

The lumped element model gives a fair estimate of res-
onance frequencies and transmission losses for the flexible
plate and gas resonators. When using the resonance fre-
quency as a fit parameter, the magnitude of the measured
anechoic transmission loss of the flexible plate resonator is
within 3 dB in agreement with the analytical model, except
at frequencies close to resonance. Around the resonance the
transmission-side-microphone signals are below the elec-
tronic noise level. Close to the resonance frequency large
deviations are observed. For the gas resonator a good fit
of the measured TLan has been found by assuming that
the quality factor is Q � 1.5. This implies a high level of
damping. This is expected to be caused by friction of the
piston separating the water from the gas in the resonator
cavity. For the flexible plate resonators one suspects that
the transmission side pressure signals are below the elec-
tronic noise-floor around the resonance frequency. In most
cases the quality factor cannot be estimated. However, a
quality factor ofQ� 4 was estimated for the resonator with
2 mm thick plate, which is significantly higher than that of
the gas resonator.

The lumped-element analytical model over-predicts the
resonance frequency by about 10% for the gas resonator.
The cause of the deviation in gas resonators is not clear.
For the flexible-plate resonator the deviation is due to the
assumptions of clamped boundary condition of the flexible
plate and rigid walls of the cavity, which are not realistic
for thick plates tplate � 2 mm. The compliance of the

Table 2. Comparison of resonance frequencies f0, (TLan)max and corresponding fmax for analytical undamped (Q = 1), frequency
adjusted undamped (Q = 1) and frequency adjusted damped (Q = 1.5) from measurements.

p0 pf Analytical Frequency adjusted Q = 1.5 Measured

[bar] [bar] f0, Q = 1 [Hz] fmax [Hz] (TLan)max [dB] (TLan)max [dB]

2.75 5.0 10.3 9.7 64 62
3.00 5.5 10.9 9.5 64 62
3.25 5.5 10.5 9.2 64 62
3.40 5.5 10.2 9.0 64 62
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aluminium-cavity side walls is important for thick plates.
For thin plate tplate = 1 mm, the simple lumped model
underestimates the resonance frequency. This is due the
large non-linear static deformation, induced by the static
pressure in the water circuit. This deformation increases
the stiffness of the plate and can limit the possibility to
achieve low resonance frequencies with very thin flexible
plates.

The flexible-plate-resonator design is reliable, fairly
compact and low-cost. The performance of the flexible-plate
resonators is comparable to that of the gas resonators with
equal resonance frequencies and neck length. The transmis-
sion loss of the resonators close to resonance frequencies is
dependent on the effective neck length (leff). Reducing the
effective neck length can improve the performance of the
flexible-plate resonator. To maintain the same resonance
frequency the neck diameter should also be modified, keep-

ing dnffiffiffiffi
leff

p constant. Flexible plate resonators also have lower

damping characteristics, which makes them ideal for low
static pressure applications with high transmission losses.

Gas resonators are most suitable for low frequencies (in
the present case f0 = 10 Hz). It is easier to fine-tune their
resonance frequencies than for flexible-plate resonators.
This is done by modifying the gas volume by varying the
initial gas pressure before compression due to the increase
of static pressure in the water circuit. They can be used
for fluid circuits with higher static pressures than the thin
flexible-plate resonators, with comparable size. They are
however, more complex in design, which makes them more
expensive and less robust.
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Appendix A
A.1 Lumped-element model of resonator

The flexible-plate resonator comprised a resonator cav-
ity with a flexible plate connected to a duct by a narrow
neck as a T-junction. All the resonator walls except the flex-
ible plate are assumed rigid. The length of the cavity is
assumed small compared to the acoustic wavelength and
therefore the pressure in the cavity is considered to be uni-
form. The flow in neck is assumed to be incompressible, uni-
form and inviscid. The circular flexible plates on the
resonators are of uniform thickness. Two models for the
boundary condition of the flexible plates are presented,
clamped condition and simply-supported condition. Consid-
ering uniform flow at T-junction and neglecting compress-
ibility of the fluid, through continuity of pressure and
momentum one gets:

pA ¼ pB ¼ pn; ðA1Þ

uB ¼ uA � pn
Zn

dn

dp

� �2

; ðA2Þ

where pA ¼ pþA þ p�A, pB ¼ pþB þ p�B and pn are measured
acoustic pressures on the source-side, transmission-side
and the inlet of the neck, dn is the neck diameter, dp is
the diameter of the pipe/duct, Zn ¼ pn

un
is the impedance

at resonator neck. A uniform, incompressible and inviscid
flow, with velocity un, is assumed in neck.The velocities
are related to the acoustic wave amplitudes by
qwcwui ¼ ðpþi � p�1 Þ with i = A or B. One gets from the
momentum balance over the neck:

pn � pc1 ¼ ixqwleffun þ 4s0
ln
dn

; ðA3Þ

where leff is the effective (acoustic) neck length (discussed in
Appendix B), pc1 is the pressure in the resonator cavity.
The shear stress s0 ¼ �l ou

oy

� �
0
at the neck wall is estimated

by using the thin viscous boundary layer approximation
(dm � dn) [6, 32]:

s0 ¼ ð1þ iÞl un
dm

ðA4Þ

with dm ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2l
qwx

q
the Stokes-layer thickness. Using this

approximation and neglecting other frictional losses, one
finds a maximum transmission loss TLan = O(80 dB).
This is much higher than the observed TLmax. The viscous
friction losses were therefore neglected when comparing
experiments with theory.

Considering a uniform pressure in the cross-section of
the cavity the surface-average velocity of the flexible plate
(uc2) is calculated as:

uc2 ¼ � ixlc
qwc

2
w;eff

pc1 þ un
dn

dc

� �2

; ðA5Þ

where lc is the cavity length, uc1 is the velocity at the
cavity inlet and qw is the density of water. The speed of
sound cw,eff is the speed of sound in a water-filled duct
calculated using the Korteweg-Lamb equation [34].
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The average quasi-static velocity of the flexible plate by
a uniform pressure pc1 is given by:

uc2
ix

¼ pc1
Ac

K
ðA6Þ

where Ac ¼ p
4 d

2
c is the cross-sectional area of the cavity

and K is the spring constant. The spring constant for
the flexible-plate resonator are given by equation (12)
and for the gas resonator it is:

K ¼ cA2
cpf
V f

: ðA7Þ

Here the inertia of the water in the cavity and of the flexible
plate (or piston) were neglected, hence the pressure pc1 in
the cavity is assumed to be uniform. This implies:

un
dn

dc

� �2

¼ ixpc1
Ac

K
þ lc1
qwc

2
w;eff

 !
: ðA8Þ

Replacing value of uc2 from equation (A6) in equation (A5),
neglecting friction and substituting it in equation (A3) one
obtains equation (9). Since losses due to viscous effects are
low. The high damping at resonance frequency implies that
the transmission losses of the flexible-plate resonator
around the resonance frequency cannot be measured
because the pressure signal is below the detection limit.
One also expects the transmission through pipe wall vibra-
tion to become dominant under these circumstances.

The losses in the gas resonator are probably dominated
by the friction of the piston with the walls. This results into
a relatively low quality factor. Rewriting the momentum
equation (Eq. (A5)) in the form of a spring-mass-damper
system:

M sys
dun
dt

þ Ksysxc þ Cun ¼ pnAn; ðA9Þ

where Msys, Ksys and C are system mass, stiffness and
damping. With xc ¼ Anxn

Ac
is the fluid displacement in the

cavity and xn is the fluid displacement in the neck. One
gets, Msys = qw leff An, K sys ¼ pc1An

xc
¼ KA2

n
A2
c
. The system

damping C for gas-resonator is given by:

C ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M sysKsys

p
Q

¼ An

Ac

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
KqwleffAn

p
Q

; ðA10Þ

where Q is the quality factor. Using equations (A9) and
(A10), the impedance at resonator neck is calculated as:

Zn ¼ ixqwleff 1� i
Q

x0

x
� x0

x

� �2� 
: ðA11Þ

Replacing value of Q in equation (A11) gives equation (14).
The measured transmission losses for the gas resonator
around the resonance frequency were quite reproducible.

The quality factor Q = 1.5 estimated by visual curve fitting
of the experimental data (see Figs. 10 and 11) is therefore
expected to be meaningful.

Appendix B
Effective length neck

The effective neck length of the resonator is greater than
the actual neck dimensions due to the inertia of the water in
the neck, resonator cavity and the inertia of the moving
flexible plate. Hence, effective length correction for the
resonator neck is given by:

l	eff ¼ ln þ dn1 þ dn2 þ ðlN þ dNÞ dn

dN

� �2

þ ðlc þ stplateÞ dn

dc

� �2

:

ðB1Þ
Here, ln is the length of the resonator neck at the junction
between duct and resonator, dn1 is the inner length correc-
tion due to transition from duct to neck in the T-junction,
dn2 is the outer-length correction for the neck, dN is the
length correction of the duct with diameter dN and length
lN. Equations for end corrections are provided for the
T-junction by Lefebvre et al. [38] and Dubos et al. [39] and
for the neck-cavity transition by Kergomard and Garcia

[40]. The term lc þ stplateð Þ dn
dc

� �2
corrects for the inertia of

the water and the flexible plate in the resonator cavity. Here,

lc is cavity length, s ¼ qsteel
qw

is density ratio of the plate mate-
rial (steel) to water. Thickness of the flexible plate is given
by tplate.

For the flexible plate resonator the inner, outer and iner-
tial contribution of water and flexible plate to leff are calcu-
lated to be dn = 1.2 mm, dc = 2.9 mm. Since there is no duct
between the neck and cavity we get lN = 0 and dN = 0. The
inertial correction for the water in the cavity and flexible

plate of tplate= 10 mm is lc þ stplateð Þ dn
dc

� �2
¼ 0:29 mm.

Hence, the effective neck length is leff = 19.7 mm to
19.9 mm depending on thickness of the plate on the flexi-
ble-plate resonator.

For the gas resonator dn = 10.26 mm and thickness
ln = 1.2 mm. The neck expands into a duct with diame-
ter dN = 23 mm and length lN = 35 mm. The duct is con-
nected to the resonator cavity with dc = 150 mm. Hence,
from equation (27) the internal length correction at the
T-junction is dn1 = 0.82 mm, the outer length corrections
dn2 = 1.9 mm. The length correction dN = 7.8 mm is calcu-
lated using the formula of Kergomard and Garcia [40].
Hence, ðlN þ dN Þ dn

dN

� �2
¼ 8:5 mm. For a steel piston with

tplate = 5.5 mm and s = 7.8 the calculated correction for
the inertia of water and piston is 0.4 mm. Therefore one
achieves the effective neck length of leff = 12.9 mm.

Cite this article as: Kottapalli S. van de Meerendonk R. Waterson N. Nakiboglu G. Hirschberg A, et al. 2022. Analytical
modelling and experimental validation of compliance-based low-frequency resonators for water circuits. Acta Acustica, 6, 56.
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